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What You Need to Start 
• Players. A GM and at least 2 players for best results (though solo play is possible.) 
• Dice. Everyone needs at least 2-4 d10, one of which looks different. 
• The Bowl. Where everyone can reach it. 
• Awesome Points. These can be poker chips, d6s, or other tokens. At least 15 per player. 
• Templates. Have a copy of all available templates (if starting fresh) or each person should 

have a template for their existing character. 
• Character Sheets. Everyone gets one. Maybe have some extras on hand. 

 
Optional Equipment 

• Quick Reference. Everyone should be able to refer to the order of combat and basic rules.  
• Dry Erase Board (and marker and eraser). It’s a quick and simple way to sketch out 

arenas and keep track of where people and objects are, as well as tracking where characters 
are in the combat round and other details the DM may wish to note. 

 
Intended Play Style 
Fictive Hack is designed to be low-prep, improvisational, reactive, cinematic, and fast-paced. 
Character advancement is based on the kind of game the players and DM want, and how they reward 
each other for playing in that style. (The game can be silly and over-the-top, or focused on tactics, or 
serious with emphasis on character development, etc.) Decide what is awesome, and that decision 
drives the game. A few interlocked systems (Awesome Point economy, weapons and arenas, armor, 
inherent abilities and talents) express a wide variety of action. 
 
Why Play This Game? 

• The Awesome Point economy (points awarded from the DM and also shared among players) 
encourages camaraderie and fun, and substitutes for many complex mini-systems by charging 
Awesome Points to adjust outcomes. 

• A simple codification of weapon types combines with the concept of an “arena” as an area in a 
fight to create simple tactical variety that encourages movement and swashbuckling. 

• Skills, feats, magic, and special abilities all combine under the “talent” umbrella to create a 
consistent but flexible system, tightly integrated with the Awesome Point economy. 

• This game is built on a permissive, bonus-over-balance, easily improvised mindset. It is fun. 
• Preparation can be very fast, even improvisational. A few flexible rule sets accommodate a wide 

variety of cinematic and exciting action scenes and social interactions. Allies, foes, and monsters 
can be swiftly developed and dropped into play. 

• Characters can access abilities they have not earned, within limits, and “multi-classing” or taking 
abilities from other areas is easy. Characters advance quickly and are extremely customizable. 
The Basic game can take characters to 12th level or further. Character advancement is tied into the 
Awesome Point economy, and players choose the speed of their advancement as a group. 
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Character Generation 
 
1. Choose a Template. You can either pick a template, or randomize. Sometimes the DM will limit 

the templates available for a game. 
• You get the inherent ability on the template for your character. The limitation can help 

you role-play the character, but doesn’t have any penalties or anything; it is optional 
(except for the goblin’s carrying restriction.) 

 
2. Roll Attributes. Roll 1d10 a total of 6 times and note the results on 

scratch paper. Then assign one of the numbers to each of the 6 
attributes. 

• Record the Attribute, not the Roll. 
• A character gets +1 to an attribute every level. 
• Positive attributes give the character advantages. 

• Brawn. Each +1 is 1 load the character can carry 
without penalty. 

• Awareness. Each +1 is a proficiency in 1 language, 
musical instrument/style, or art form. (A negative 
has no effect.) 

• Possible languages: Everyone should take Civish, language of law, in 
common (for free). Other languages include Stonych (dwarves), Elvysh 
(elves), Goblynese (goblins), Reptillynese (reptillians), Gyantish (big 
monsters), Dymonosh (demons), Sylvish (fey), etc. 

 
ATTRIBUTE Description Extra Usefulness 

Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Notice things. Starting languages. 
Brawn Size, physical intimidation Carry heavy objects, wear armor. 
Charm Social aptitude, ability to inspire, persuasion Persuasion, likeability, leadership. 
Commitment Devotion, intensity, resisting magic & suggestion Strength of will. 
Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, lying, stealth, theft Stealth, deception. 
Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Reflexive dodging. 

 
3. Choose a starting talent. You get one of the talents listed on your starting template at first level. 

You can get a new talent each time you gain a level. (The only exception is if you have more than 
one template; see how to do that with “Overlay Templates” on page 18.) 
 

4. Motive for adventuring. You can make one up, choose one from the list, or randomize on the 
list. (See page 5.) The motive is to give you ideas for playing the character, and to give your 
character a reason to adventure. The DM may randomize or assign one to the group also. 

 
5. Equipment. The template has one or more signature items and randomized starting money. Then 

pick weapon, armor, and backpack. (See page 6.)  
 

6. Details. Choose a name, an age and birth year (the DM will tell you the current year), and 
physical description. Your character does not start with scars, but will gain one each time your 
character is injured badly enough to have two or fewer wounds left. 

Attribute Chart 
Roll Attribute 

1 -2 
2 -1 

3-5 0 
6 +1 
7 +2 
8 +3 
9 +4 

10 +5 
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Adventuring Motives 
 
These can be randomized, they can serve as inspiration only, they can be assigned by the DM, they 
can be used for NPCs… these are tools to jump-start creativity, and have no hard-and-fast rules for 
their use. Generally, add other goals as you continue, so when you do get to cross one or more off, 
you’ve got more to keep you going. 
 
You can gain an adventuring motive any time you want. You can buy a new motive for up to 3 
Awesome Points. (This can be used to level up.) Or, you can ask the DM for up to 3 Awesome Points 
from the Stack. Who knows? The DM might like your new goal. Either way, other players may chip 
in too if they are amused or inspired. Adventuring motives are helpful because they give you a 
direction, and they give the DM something to work into the ongoing story that might not have been 
there otherwise. 
 
The DM may roll once for your goal in common, and let players roll once each for their characters. 
Roll 3d10 to randomly determine a motive. 
 
3. The dragon burned your home down. Selling its corpse and treasure should buy a fine new home. 
4. High taxes, unjust executions; that’s normal. Now nobles are importing monsters. Time to revolt! 
5. The half-ruined fort on the edge of the barony is infested with monsters; clear it, it’s yours. 
6. Elf hair makes the best bowstrings. By any means, shave wild elves for the duke’s elite archers. 
7. The baron wants a unique present for Her Majesty’s birthday. Something mythic. Find it for him. 
8. Everyone is sucking up to the new duke, redrawing feudal lines. He wants a stuffed monster. 
9. You love her like family, and she’s been taken by slavers. Stop at nothing to save her. 
10. The raiders used poison, and if you don’t get a supply of antidote, many (including you) will die. 
11. You must find an animated prosthetic for your poor one-armed uncle. You know where to look. 
12. The duke’s chef has a recipe for making goblin delicious; mount a top-secret raid for fresh meat. 
13. An eccentric scholar figured out the secret for opening a Stonach tomb; protect him for riches. 
14. You can only marry into the nobility if you find your beloved a fist-sized jewel. 
15. Your father gave you an empty room in the family home to fill with adventure trophies. Get busy. 
16. The baron’s assassins killed your family, and thinks you’re dead. Depose him, or live in danger. 
17. You inherited a beautiful enchanted sword, stolen by bandits. Track them, steal it back. 
18. Only one trial is left between you and membership in the secret elite Skulltouch society. 
19. The baron’s favorite wizard is trapped in her tower, under siege by undead. Save her. 
20. Monsters have taken over the Stonatch dam overlooking the barony; will they open it? Stop them. 
21. Assassins lurk at the local festival, and if they kill the duke, civil war erupts. Protect him. 
22. A traveling minstrel seduced your mother then wrote ditties mocking her. Find him, get revenge. 
23. Your family wants to marry you off to a rich but repulsive merchant; marry someone else, quick. 
24. You dream of the end of the world. A summoner will conjure a demon soon. You must stop it. 
25. Father’s wizard friend has his ring with one wish in it. Father died, you inherit the ring. Get it. 
26. You scout for your clan, looking for a new home. The ancestral home withers under a curse. 
27. Your aunt was turned into a sparrow by a wizard. Find her and break the spell, she’ll reward you. 
28. Your arranged spouse finally died, and you’re seeking your childhood sweetheart to wed. 
29. The monster that killed your sister can only be killed by starmetal. You need a starmetal weapon. 
30. The enchantment sealing the demon gate wanes daily. Find a way to reinforce it—quickly. 
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Starting Equipment  
 
What Starting Characters Have 
 
• Signature Items. Each template lists a signature item the character starts with. 
• Starting Coins. Everyone gets 3d10 coins, the template indicates whether that money is gold or 

silver or copper, and if there is a multiplier. (10 copper=1 silver, 10 silver=1 gold) 
 
• Weapon. Start with a light, reach, heavy, range, or very heavy weapon. Decide what it looks like 

and how it works. Feel free to make it interesting or gonzo (over the top ridiculous.) 
• Light, Reach, Heavy, Very Heavy. A light weapon may be a wizard’s wand, or a very 

heavy weapon could be a ship’s anchor. Feel free to be creative with hand-to-hand 
weaponry, or not; a sword could fit in any of the categories, for example. 

• Ranged bow weapons (whether they are longbows, crossbows, etc.) have a default 20 
shots each, and cost 1 silver per additional shot. 

• A quiver counts as a weapon for calculating encumbrance. A quiver holds 20. 
• Ranged thrown weapons have 2 types: weapons that can be light or ranged, or weapons 

so small they can only be ranged. 
• Light/ranged: Less than 4 don’t count, a group of 4 count as a weapon, for 

encumbrance. (Throwing axes, light knives) 
• Ranged only: Less than 20 don’t count, a group of 20 count as a weapon, for 

encumbrance. (Shuriken, tiny knives, sling stones) 
• Encumbrance Rule on Weapons: Every weapon after the first 2 counts as +1 load. Heavy 

weapons count as 1 load. Very heavy weapons count as 2 loads. 
• If a character has a heavy shield and heavy sword, that’s 2 loads. If the character also 

has 2 other weapons, then the heavy sword and shield are 1 load each +1 load each for 
being over the 2 weapon limit, so each would count as 2 loads. 

 
• Armor. Start with light or medium armor if desired, free of charge. Take a shield if you want. 

• Medium armor counts as 1 load.  
• A shield counts as a weapon. A heavy shield counts as a load. 

 
• Backpack. Characters may start with a stocked backpack if they wish. It counts as a load, so it 

affects encumbrance. However, it has in it the normal sorts of supplies characters would want. 
• 10 meters of rope, 6 torches, a lantern, 1 flask oil, a bedroll, 1 change clothes, 1 week 

food, 3 days water, flint and steel, 12 iron spikes, small hammer, small cookpan. 
• If they want other objects, they can spend 1 Awesome Point to have it conveniently in the 

backpack during play. If it is bulky or not something that makes sense, 2 or more 
Awesome Points. The DM may deny a request to have an object handy. 
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Weapons, Armor, Shields 
Weapons 

Type Damage Description +in this Arena 
Light 1 Roll 3d10 to hit, ignore the lowest. Tight 
Reach 1 Roll 2d10 to hit. Foes are -1 to hit you. Hazardous 
Ranged 1 Roll 2d10 to hit. Attack earlier, and adjacent arenas. (target in) Open 
Heavy 2 Roll 2d10 to hit. Big, so they do more damage. Dense 
Very Heavy 3 Roll 2d10 to hit. Huge, no shield, ignore the first Wound armor soaks. 
Unarmed 1d10 to hit, can spend 1 AP to add an attribute to the roll if able to explain how it 

helps hit and injure, do 1 Wound, only KO target. (Awesome Pts can raise damage.) 
Armor 
ATTACK ROLL Super Heavy Heavy Medium Light No Armor 

20+ Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage Full Damage 
 
2 Awesome 
Points from Stack 
for surviving a 
fight unarmored 

17-19 -1 Wound 
14-16 -2 Wounds -1 Wound 
11-13 -3 Wounds -2 Wounds -1 Wound 
8-10 -4 Wounds -3 Wounds -2 Wounds -1 Wound 
1-7 Miss Miss Miss Miss Miss 

Cunning Penalty -6 -4 -2   
Encumbrance 3 loads 2 loads 1 load   

Description Full plate Chain & plate Chain Leather Clothes 
 
Shield 
A light shield counts as a weapon, for encumbrance. A heavy shield counts as a load. 
• Shield-Sacrificing Protection. A light shield can reduce a single attack to 1 wound, breaking the 

shield. A heavy shield can act as a light shield twice before breaking. 
• Shield Attack. A shield can be used as a weapon by itself, or with a light weapon, a heavy 

weapon, or a reach weapon.  
o A light shield used offensively allows you to roll an extra 1d10 to hit.  

o Used with a light weapon, roll 4d10 and keep the highest two results. 
o Used with other weapons, roll 3d10 and keep the highest two results. 

Shield Cover. Using “Defend” the shield reduces attacker’s to-hit rolls by 2 (stacking with the -2 for 
protecting ,total -4). Used this way, the shield grants no offensive advantage on a counterattack. This 
works against ranged attacks. 
 
Parrying Weapons 
A parrying weapon must be light, and it can be used with a light or heavy weapon in the other hand. 
• The weapon grants +2 to hit, -2 for a foe to hit, or +1 Wound to an attack. It can be used for one 

of these three things, once a round. Doesn’t stop ranged attacks. Cannot be used with a shield. 

Unarmed Combat 
A character can attack without a weapon, rolling 1d10 to hit and counting a hit as inflicting 1 Wound. 
• You can spend 1 Awesome Point to add an attribute to the roll to hit, if you can explain how the 

attribute helped. 
• Those put down by unarmed combat are always knocked out, not bleeding out. (Unless you 

continue hitting the target.) 
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Magic Stuff 
Generally there is no “magic store” to buy these items. Default selling price is 400 gold, but it has a 
lot to do with what the market will bear. This magic loot is inspiration, suggestion, not limits. Here 
are some abilities that can be given to weapons, armor, shields, rings, staves, jewelry, cloaks, boots, 
masks, and scabbard/quivers (randomize on d10 if that’s helpful.) “Arena” powers can be recharged 
as though they were talents, for 1 Awesome Point. Rested powers must recharge naturally. 
 
1. Darkvision. Constant. See in the dark in your arena and adjacent arenas.  
2. Healing. Arena. Heal 1 Wound as a focus action, self or other person you touch.  
3. Water Breathing. Constant. Able to breathe water.  
4. Critical Aim. Arena. After rolling to hit, decide a hit is “to the face.” 
5. Dispillation. Arena. Adds +6 to an effort to resist magic, or -6 to hit for a magic attack. 
6. Buoyant. Constant. Does not hamper swimming at all, grants free movement underwater. 
7. Sustaining. Rested. Counts as resting the character, providing energy equivalent of food, water, 

and six hours of sleep and recharging all rested abilities. 
8. Stealthy. Constant. Grants +2 to stealth attempts, stealth is not penalized by armor weight. 
9. Muscley. Constant. Do 1 extra Wound in melee, gain +2 to Brawn while wearing it. 
10. Evasion. Arena. Test Daring difficulty 7 to avoid a successful hit in combat. 
 
Some specific item examples: 
• Book of Power. Rested. If you study it enough to take it as a talent, once per day you can spend a 

few minutes reading through it to find one useful fact relevant to your current situation. 
• Featherfaced Bow. Arena. An attack automatically hits in the face. 
• Amulet of Spikes. Arena. For 1 round, all attacking minions fall after they attack the owner. 

 
Encumbrance 

• Brawn is the number of heavy things (loads) you can carry without penalty. 
• Carrying [Brawn +1] loads is encumbered; fail all rolls (including combat), stagger along. 

o At 0 Brawn or lower, 1 load counts as being encumbered. 
• Every weapon after 2 counts as +1 load. 
• Very Heavy objects count as 2 loads.  
• Medium armor is 1 load, heavy armor is 2 loads, very heavy armor is 3 loads. 
• 500 coins is 1 load. 
• Child-sized person=2 loads. Normal person=3 loads. Person with over 5 Brawn=4 loads. 
• Dragging something over normal ground halves its encumbrance. 
• More than one person can share the weight, splitting the loads between them. 
 

Base Economy 
Many games have extensive price lists, and you are welcome to refer to those. Default is metric 
system. 10 copper = 1 silver. 10 silver = 1 gold. 
 
• 1 gp: Cheap adventuring stuff. Rope, 3 meter pole, fishing gear, torch, sling, a meal, an ale 
• 5 gp: Basic stuff. Lock picks, lantern, tent, lousy cart, beast of burden, a night of drinking 
• 25 gp: Cool stuff. Horse, light armor, elven wine, holy water, spyglass 
• 100 gp: Expensive. Warhorse, heavy armor, carriage 
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Arenas 
 
An arena is a place you might fight in that’s different from the places around it. Characters can move 
around and maneuver within their arena without taking actions to do it. A move action transfers a 
character from one arena to another adjacent arena.  
 
In play, this usually looks like a bunch of ovals, squares, L-shapes, and triangles that touch each 
other, ideally with some scribbled in scenery or an explanation to understand what is in each arena.  
 
Having a variety of arenas means players can move their characters to places where they get an 
advantage from their weapon type, and variety helps combat be more cinematic and dynamic than 
standing toe to toe and gradually chewing through each other’s hit points. 

 
Arena Type Description Favored Weapon Type 
Tight Narrow corridors, stairs, balconies, alleys, tunnels Light is +2 to hit 
Hazardous Rooftops, slick rocks, ledges, rope bridges, swamps Reach is +2 to hit 
Open Courtyards, open water, gladiatorial arenas, fields Range is +2 if target in open 
Dense Shop, thick forest, ship deck, crowd, hayloft Heavy is +2 to hit 
Neutral If it isn’t as open as open, but not one of the others. None 
An arena tends to be 5-6 vertical meters. On a cliff face, in the water, or with aerial combat, that’s a 
helpful guideline. Some monsters have an arena on their back or head! 
 
• If you want to do something cool, suggest arena possibilities next to the arenas the DM notes. 

o Example: a character in a marketplace is faced with a dense street and tight alleyways as 
the guards close in. Her player asks if she can treat the awnings of the shops as a 
hazardous arena to get up to the rooftops, which are open. The DM may draw it in! 

• Where the rules talk about a half arena, feel free to suggest creative interpretations and work out 
the results with the DM. 

• Arenas can change mid-fight. If you are in a hayloft and the barn catches fire, you may go from a 
dense arena to a hazardous arena. If you’re in a crowd and they scatter, the arena goes from dense 
to neutral, then maybe a round later to open. Boundaries of arenas can change as the fighting 
space changes. 

• The size of arenas varies dramatically. If you’re in a house, arenas will be very small; if you are 
riding horses out on the plains, they’ll be very big. 

 
There are some circumstances that come up often, so here are some typical arrangements.  
• Roads. Road arenas tend to be narrow (but include the shoulder) and 2 or 3 arenas long for the 

purposes of the encounter. They are open unless there is traffic, then they can be any arena type.  
• Walls. If you can go over it or fight on it, the wall is hazardous. If the walls hem you in, the arena 

is tight. If the walls mean you can’t go that way, the wall is impassible (and not an arena). If the 
wall seems flimsy, you can try to break it; if you do, the DM will tell you whether the rubble-
strewn hole area is dense, tight, or hazardous!  

• Weather. Rain, mud, snow and ice tend to shift terrain to hazardous.  
• Woods. Brush and saplings are likely to be dense, stands of trees close together or with low 

branches tend to be tight, and old growth big forests with space between trunks may be neutral.  
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Awesome Point Economy 
 
The Awesome Point “economy” is not about math. It is about rhythm, direction, and style. When lots of 
Awesome Points are being earned, awarded, and spent, a lot of awesome stuff is happening. If activity slows 
down, players forget about the Bowl, and Awesome Points are not awarded (or not spent) for a while. Those are 
signs that things may not be awesome enough. 
 
Awesome Points are generally poker chips or d6 dice, or some other plentiful token durable enough to 
withstand enthusiastic play.  
 
The DM puts the Bowl out where everyone can reach it, and generally there’s at least 5 Awesome Points per 
player in the Bowl to start with. Whatever points are left are in the Stack, the Awesome Points controlled 
directly by the DM and used to refill the Bowl or reward individual players. Players can give each other 
Awesome Points out of the Bowl, but only the DM can put more Awesome Points in the Bowl. Players cannot 
give each other Awesome Points out of their own piles, only from the Bowl. Players cannot take Awesome 
Points from the bowl for themselves, they can only give points to each other. Players get Awesome Points for 
doing awesome things. 
 
The question is not “What is awesome?” The question is, “What does your game group think is awesome?” 
Awesome Points focus in with laser-like intensity on what is fun about role playing your game around your 
table. Whatever is awesome and enjoyable at the table should be rewarded by Awesome Points. 
 
This game runs best in an atmosphere of delight and gratitude. Cool stuff is happening! Reward the people who 
are part of it! Don’t forget about the Bowl. Hand those points out to your fellow players. If somebody is giving 
you points, don’t forget to keep an eye out for what they’re doing that’s awesome too. Got a quiet player? Go 
out of your way to figure out how to explain why you’re giving them Awesome Points. If a character concept 
makes you laugh, or somebody is brave and plays with an accent, or they make a character based on some 
fiction you like, or maybe players get you a drink while they are up—give out an Awesome Point. This builds 
the sense of camaraderie and “team” and fun at the table. 
 
There are no rules to prevent abuse of handing out Awesome Points, but if abuse becomes a problem, there’s 
probably a different game out there the group would enjoy more. 
 
Refilling the Bowl 
Ideally, there are always some points in the Bowl, so when something awesome happens the players can 
celebrate. Good players will be handing out those Awesome Points all the time, so how does a DM get more in 
the Bowl? 
• Progress! The DM may choose to put Awesome Points in the bowl at the conclusion of an encounter. 
• Evil Chuckle. Any time the DM chuckles evilly, or laughs maniacally, or any other variation on the theme, 

the DM must feed the bowl 1-4 Awesome Points. (This is always available, and always entertaining, so use 
it! You can choose whether or not to chip in when an NPC laughs—the more it annoys the PCs, the more 
likely it is you should chip in.) 

• Pride. You like how your players and their characters are handling things, you think they’re cool, and you 
want them to know it. Toss in a handful of Awesome Points! 

• Picking on Characters. When a target is hit and you spend 2 Awesome Points to ignore 1 Wound, one of 
those goes to the player whose character was “cheated” and the other goes to the Bowl. Same when the 
NPC inflicts an extra Wound. And if you are pulling some rude move in the game (like having a character 
lock himself out of his house) that’s worth a sympathy point or two also. 

• Out-of-Game Contributions. Want to reward a player for bringing snacks, or keeping the party’s map up, or 
doing play reports, or whatever? Give the player Awesome Points that the character can start with next 
session. 

 
Now that players have Awesome Points, how do they spend them? Here are basic uses. 
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Spending Awesome Points  (Always a free action) 
1 • Add +2 to any attribute roll. 

• Use a per-arena talent again in the same arena. 
• Flexibility. Change what you want to do in the round. This cannot allow you to act in a phase that is 

over, or to change your mind if you have already rolled dice on an action in the current round. 
2 • Do +1 Wound after a successful attack. (But only one per attack.) 

• Ignore 1 incoming Wound. (But only one per attack.) 
• Recharge a rested Talent outside combat.  
• Smite Fleeing Foes. Hit a foe who was in melee with you, but flees before the attack phase. 

3 • Use a Talent you don’t have, from your base template. 
• Recharge a rested Talent during combat. 

• No Help to Hit. Awesome Points cannot be spent to boost the to-hit roll. 
• Boosting. You can spend as many Awesome Points as you want to boost a roll—to the point where it is 

successful, and not beyond. (You can’t spend more points just to level faster.) 
• Awesome Dues. When the DM spends Awesome Points to directly affect a character’s action, half the 

Awesome Points go to the bowl, the other half to the hapless player. (This includes blunting damage 
inflicted, doing more damage, increasing difficulties, and so on.) If dealing with odd numbers, feed the 
bowl before the player. 

• Entitlement. If a player should get Awesome Points for something (like fighting without armor), it is the 
player’s responsibility to remind the DM. If the player does not remind the DM in a timely fashion, it is up 
to the DM whether or not to reimburse the player. 

 
DM Spending Awesome Points 
• Spend 2 to reduce 1 Wound done to an NPC, or to increase an NPC’s damage by 1. Half this cost goes to 

the bowl, the other half to the player character who is directly affected. 
• Sending in reinforcements that weren’t planned? Upgrading a minion to a tough suddenly? Adding a talent 

to a bad guy? Whisking the main enemy away before the heroes finish her off? All these things are things 
you can pay Awesome Points for, usually right to the Bowl. 

• Attribute bidding war with PCs! They make a roll, you make it more difficult or have an NPC resist them 
with Awesome Points matching their own contribution, if you want to drive up the Awesome Point price or 
even make a target immune to their attempt. 

 
Bribery 
If a player wants a degree of narrative control, the player can offer the DM a bribe of Awesome Points. If a PC 
wants to have an item that they could find or have on their person, or if the PC wants to create a new arena 
adjacent to existing arenas, or catch a lucky break by finding a friend, or noticing a door out of the blind alley, 
or whatever, the player can offer the DM Awesome Points. Still, the DM has to agree to the request; it cannot be 
a demand.  
 
Character Advancement 
A remarkable part of this game is that “experience points” and character advancement are in the hands of the 
players. When a player has spent 12 Awesome Points through the character, (15 for characters with overlay 
templates) the character levels. 
 
Alternatively, if the group wants, they can all level when the people in the group have spent [(Players x 12) +3 
per overlay] Awesome Points as a group. 
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Character Advancement 
 
How Characters Level 
 
Characters gain a level when their players spend 12 Awesome Points through them. The 
character can level in the middle of combat, or in a peaceful moment later (when the player has the 
time to figure out what benefits to add.) Spent Awesome Points and earned Awesome Points are 
recorded at the end of the session, the character gets those Awesome Points to start the next session 
(and benefits from points spent already towards leveling). 
• Those with overlay templates must spend 15 Awesome Points to level. 
 
Benefits of Gaining a Level 
 
Characters gain a new Talent when they gain a new level. 
• Half their Talents must be from their base template. 
• They do not need teachers to take Talents from their base template. They do need teachers to gain 

a Talent from another template. 
o They may choose to wait to gain a Talent until they can get a teacher. There is no time 

limit on this waiting—if they wait three levels, then at some point they can train to get 
three new Talents. 

o It takes at least 48 hours of training with a teacher to gain a new Talent. 
o If the character has been training in the background and preparing to level, the DM may 

decide the training has been completed in practice and allow the new Talent. 
o The DM may charge Awesome Points with no other benefit (including towards leveling) 

to intuitively develop a cross-template Talent on the spot. 
 The DM does not have to do this, but may choose to. 
 Open talents cost 3, restricted talents cost 5. 

 
Characters gain +1 to an Attribute when they gain a new level. 
• They may choose to learn a new language instead of taking +1 to an Attribute. 

o Characters have default extra languages equal to their Awareness bonus. 
• They may choose to learn to play a musical instrument proficiently, or be skilled in another 

artistic expression, instead. (They may also take a musical instrument or other artistic expression 
instead of a bonus language at generation.) 

• If the player decides to wait to gain a new Talent, the player can still raise one of the character’s 
Attributes by one. 

 
Optional: Gaining a Wound. 
• The player can give up both the talent and the attribute point to add 1 Wound to the character’s 

capacity, writing “Tougher” as a constant ability Talent.  
o This can be done once per “Brawn” bonus. 

 If “Brawn” goes up from increasing Attributes, then the capacity to gain 
“Tougher” multiple times increases too. 

o These extra Wounds stack with Wounds granted by Talents or Inherent Abilities. 
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Description of Talents 
 
Talents are abilities the character can use. 
 
Difficulty to Learn. How widely available is the talent? 
• Base Template Talents. You can gain talents on your base template without further training. 
• Open Talents. Training for “open talents” is easily located, or spend 3 Awesome Points that do 

not count towards leveling to automatically “figure it out” somehow with DM permission. 
• Restricted Talents.* Gaining “restricted talents” (with 1 asterisk) that are not on your base 

template is only possible if the DM agrees, and there are special circumstances and training (or if 
the DM allows you to spend 5 Awesome Points that do not count towards leveling.) 

• Exclusive Talents.** Training for “exclusive talents” (with 2 asterisks) is not possible unless the 
talent is on the character’s base template, or the character is a spellcaster learning appropriate 
magic. The DM can make an exception for extraordinary circumstances, but isn’t required to. 

 
Frequency of Use. How often can the character use the talent? 
• Constant. The character can always use this talent, it is available any time its use is appropriate. 
• Arena. The character can use this talent once per arena. If the talent involves moving between 

arenas, the talent is reset when it enters a new arena. The talent is only exhausted in the arena if 
its use is successful. The talent can be “recharged” in the same arena by spending 1 Awesome 
Point as a free action. 

• Rested. The character can use this talent successfully once between periods of rest and 
nourishment. The talent can be “recharged” between periods of rest by spending 2 Awesome 
Points outside combat, or 3 points during combat. 

 
Time to Use. Different talents take different amounts of time to use. 
• Free action. This takes no time. If in doubt about when it activates, it is used on the character’s 

turn. 
• Action. This counts as a shoot action, move action, fight action, etc. 
• Focus action. This starts in phase 3 and activates in phase 7 of the round if the character is not 

injured in that time. The talent is only exhausted if it is successful. 
• Longer. Some talents specify they take a minute, or an hour, or some other time increment. 
 
Character Building Advice on Talents 
 
• Halfbreeds. If you want a human-elf, or a human-goblin, or an elf-goblin, or whatever genetic 

mixing your DM will allow, it is permissible to take a first talent from the template of the other 
race. The second talent, gained upon second level, must be from the character’s base template. 
This allows other racial talents to be gained as the character continues to develop. It is possible to 
add racial talents later, with the DM’s permission, but this is a way to start play with a halfbreed. 
 

• Unusual Upbringing. If the character had an unusual upbringing that the player wants to 
emphasize, then the player may ask the DM for access to a restricted talent from another template 
at first level, to “get the foot in the door” and show how the character had access to unusual 
training. Adding a restricted talent from another template at first level is a nod to the years of life 
the character had before first being played. 
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Improved Talents 

Instead of taking a new talent upon gaining a level, a player character can improve a talent the 
character already has. Here are the available improvements. Areas that can be improved are 
underlined in the talent description. 

• Upgrade one time frame—rested to arena, arena to constant. 
• Add +1 Wound (damage) for an attack talent. 
• Add +1 to hit for an attack talent. 
• Add +2 to an attribute roll talent. 
• Reduce Awesome Point cost by 1. 
• Speed—change a focus action to a move action. 

Here are some specific guidelines for upgrading talents. 

• A talent may be upgraded more than once, but only one of each upgrade type may be applied to a 
talent. 

• Players must get DM approval before “improving” a talent, to make sure the interpretation works 
for the DM’s game and preferred play style. 

• Spell talents may be improved. 
• Every talent is not subject to improvement, and that’s fine. 
• Improving a base template talent counts as taking a base template talent, when counting talents 

towards the cross-template requirement that half a character’s talents must be from the base 
template. 

Improving talents generally cannot allow these possibilities. 

• Adding a penalty to an opponent’s Attribute or combat test. 
• Reduce incoming damage. 
• Grant Awesome Points to the character through its use automatically (without player or DM 

involvement.) 
• Increase a player character’s wounds, or improve healing. 

If you see this makes a talent more powerful and cooler, and worry about balance, remember that the 
player character gave up a whole other talent to improve this one. And there are some really neat 
talents out there. 
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Combat 
 
Combat has 7 parts to each round, and those parts are resolved in order. The DM assigns the NPCs to 
the parts where they will act, then the players say what their characters will do. Combat should be 
fast, cinematic, and awesome. 
 
Initiative 
Initiative is only needed when multiple characters want to act in the same phase of the combat round. 
Every party rolls 1d10, highest roll goes first, and on through descending order. Those who are tied 
go simultaneously or dice it off again, DM choice. 
• The DM always declares what the NPCs will do before the PCs decide what they will do. This 

may be a description of their plan, or just noting what part of the round they’ll use (shoot, move, 
attack, etc.) 

o For example, a DM may tell players an NPC will defend or protect, but not say which, or 
who may be defended. Or the DM can share that information. It depends on how clearly 
the DM thinks the NPC is telegraphing the action. 

o If this inconveniences players to the point where they complain, the DM may put 
Awesome Points in the bowl to pay for secrecy. 

• It is helpful to put 1-7 down the side of the dry erase board and mark in when everyone will act. 
Start by putting in the NPCs, then put in the PCs. 

 
Combat Round 
Choose one. Actions resolve in the order listed. 
 
1. Defend or Protect. Both can counter-attack those that successfully hit you in melee combat.  

Counter Attacking Minions. When a group of minions attack, they roll once to attack so the 
defender can roll once to counter-attack—not once for each minion in the group. 

• Defend: Foes are -2 to hit you. (-4 with a shield.) 
• Protect: Attacks in this round that target a chosen friend in your arena attack you instead. 

2. Shoot. Attack a target in your arena or an adjacent arena with a ranged weapon. Hold and aim to 
shoot later in the round. 

3. Focus or Impede. Actions that take longer to manage. 
• Focus: Say what you are doing; if you are unharmed by 7, it happens.  
• Impede. Prevent someone from leaving the arena you are both in. Both sides choose which 

attribute they’ll use: Brawn, Cunning, or Daring. Opposed test, target impeded if you win. 
4. Move. Move from the arena you are in to an adjacent arena.  

• If someone impeded you, attack them; if you inflict a Wound, you can move normally. 
5. Attack. Attack anyone in your arena. 
6. Push. Move others around. Move one or more opponents to an adjacent arena. Both sides choose 

which attribute they’ll use: Brawn, Cunning, or Daring. Each target after the first reduces your 
roll by 1. Everyone rolls. Those you beat are hurled out of the arena. 

7. Focused Events. Focused actions go off if the focuser is still undamaged. A successfully 
impeded target is Cornered and cannot move next round either. 
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Critical Hit 
• Face Die. One of the dice rolled to hit should look different. It is the “face die” and if it comes up 

a 10 and the character also hits, then the attack does +1 wound. (This may not be a hit to the face, 
it could be any kind of critical hit, but “Face Die” is funny.) 

 

Wounds and Recovery 
 

• Battered. If the character has more than 2 Wounds left, the character can rest, maybe eat or drink 
or nap, and regain 1 Wound every 5 minutes—up to full health. 

o Limits. A character can recover up to 10 Wounds a day from taking a break and 
bandaging up, +3 per Brawn. After that, they’ve been knocked around too much to shrug 
it off. This resets after a full 6 hours of sleep once per day. 
 For example, -2 Brawn can heal up 10 Wounds a day. +2 Brawn can heal up 16 

Wounds a day. +5 Brawn could heal 25 Wounds a day! 
• Messed up. If you only have 1 or 2 Wounds, you require 24 hours of bed rest to heal all Wounds. 

You cannot heal until you’ve spent 24 hours in bed. 
o Recovery Time. You can be up and around in between bed sessions. You won’t heal 

until you’ve comfortably slept in a safe place for 24 total hours. That’s 3 days at 8 hours 
a night, so more rest heals faster. 

o Scar. Getting hurt that badly leads to scarring. Describe it on the character record. 
• Downed. When characters lose their last Wound, roll 1d10, -1 per Wound beyond the character’s 

maximum. (If the character had 2 Wounds and took 4, the roll is -2.) 
o 4-10, knocked out. At the end of the combat, get up and regain a Wound. 
o 1-3, bleeding out. Needs immediate healing (a focus action by an ally in the same arena), 

or at the end of combat, check Commitment and get 10+ or the character dies. 
 If treated, the injured character moves to knocked out status instead. 

 
Basic Systems for Tasks 

 
The DM can decide how difficult something is on the spot, and call for an Attribute roll or a blind 
luck roll to see how the attempt turns out. These suggestions are for clarification, not to bind the DM 
to a single way of working these challenges out. The DM is encouraged to be consistent and creative. 
 
Competition and Uncertainty 
When characters compete or the outcome is uncertain (outside of combat) roll 1d10. A tie is a win for 
the player character, or if between player characters, an uncertain outcome. 
• Opposed. One attribute against an adversary attribute. Both roll 1d10 modified by attribute. 

Higher win, tie is inconclusive. 
o Save vs. Magic. Commitment is usually used to resist magic effects as an opposed roll. 

• Challenge. One attribute against a difficulty assigned by the DM. Tie is inconclusive. 
 

Difficulty Description 
4 Simple. Routine, normal, everyday. (Usually don’t call for a roll.) 
7 Standard. Challenging, professional level. 

10 Difficult. Complex, unlikely, expert level. 
13 Amazing. Almost impossible, superhuman difficulty. 
16 Epic. Stories should be told about this feat. 
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Physical Tasks 
• Breaking Down a Door. Those trying to break down a door by kicking it or bashing it with their 

shoulders take 1 Wound per effort. 
• Pickpocketing. Cunning vs. Awareness. If Awareness beats Cunning by 4 or more, the lift is 

prevented. If Awareness beats or ties Cunning, the lift happens but is detected. The DM may 
make the lift more difficult for objects bigger than a palm. 

• Balance. In a high place, test Daring to move. If Daring fails, test Brawn or Cunning not to fall. If 
successful, test Daring to move again. 

• Climbing. Use Brawn, a success moves up or down 1 arena (generally about 6 meters or so.) If 
Brawn fails, test Daring or Cunning, player choice, not to fall. Every 3 meters of falling is 1 
Wound, give or take. 

• Swimming. Use Brawn, a success moves 1 arena. If Brawn fails, the character only moves ½ 
arena. A character can try to swim for 10 rounds, -1 per load, before needing to rest. Only 
characters with a Brawn bonus know how to swim; others can move ½ arena on a success, and on 
a failure, begin to drown. 

o Drowning. Test Brawn each round of drowning, starting at 3 difficulty, +1 difficulty a 
round. Each failure inflicts 1 Wound. 

 
Social Tasks 
• Deception. Test Cunning against the target’s Cunning or Awareness. Success means the target 

will acknowledge the possibility, success by more than 5 means the target believes you are telling 
the truth. The DM may add difficulty for outrageous or dangerous lies, and reduce difficulty for 
truth mixed artfully in with fiction (or calculated and edited to mislead.) 

• Inspiration. As a minimum of a focus action, ideally about 10 minutes, one character can inspire 
another by testing Charm. If successful (DM sets the difficulty) the target gets +2 to a 
Commitment roll. 

• Intimidation. To scare someone, choose either Brawn, Charm , Commitment, or Daring to test 
against the target’s Brawn, Charm , Commitment, or Daring (target choice). An intimidated target 
is -2 to all rolls until a focus action lets the target shake it off. 
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Basic Templates 
 

The DM may limit what is available in the game, so check with the DM. If you want, you can 
randomize what template to use, on 1d10.  
 
You can also randomize each attribute in order, then roll 1d5 for the starting talent, to be really fast 
and random. 
 
Basic Templates 

 
1. Cleric .................................... 19 
2. Elf ........................................ 20 
3. Fighter .................................. 21 
4. Goblin .................................. 22 
5. Stonach (Dwarf).................... 23 

6. Thief .....................................24 
7. Wizard ..................................25 
8. Roll again. Keep the new result. 
9. Roll again. Choose one or the other. 
10. Roll again. Play both templates. 

 
Here are the Attribute caps for various races. None of them fall below 5, so you can generate 
Attributes normally—the question is, how high you can raise them as you level.  
 

Race Awareness Brawn Charm Commitment Cunning Daring 
Human 8 8 8 8 8 8 
Elf 10 5 8 8 10 8 
Goblin 10 5 5 5 10 8 
Stonach (Dwarf) 8 8 5 10 5 8 

 

Overlay Templates 
 

You can play up to two templates at once (like an Elf/Fighter, Goblin/Cleric, Wizard/Thief, 
Elf/Goblin, Stonach/Wizard, etc.) 
 
If you start play with two templates, one is an overlay template, so this applies: 
• No Starting Talents. You do not get a talent at level 1 or 2, but you do get attribute points from 

level 2 onward as normal. You get your first talent at level 3. 
• Inherent Abilities and Limitations. Inherent abilities and limitations from both templates apply. 
• Talents. You can spend 3 Awesome Points to access unpurchased talents from either template. 

Purchasing talents from either template counts as buying from the base template. 
• Awesome Points Spent to Level. Leveling costs 3 more Awesome Points, so 15 instead of 12. 
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Cleric 
 
The Cleric is a holy warrior who furthers a deity’s power in the world through mortal service. 
 
Inherent—Channel 
Focus action. Channel divine energy through a holy symbol. This is usually used to affect a holy site 
or object sacred to the god, or to strike the god’s enemies. The effect is equal to inflicting 1 Wound, 
healing 1 Wound, or 1 point of change per Commitment of the cleric. The effect is up to the DM’s 
ruling of what the god wants or what is holy or what is an enemy; none of the gods take a casual use 
of this ability lightly. One use tunes a holy symbol to function with you. 
 
Limitation—Humility 
You are bound by the strictures of your faith, whatever they may be. It is important to you to present 
the ideals of that faith to others. 
 
Signature Items: Holy vestments, holy symbol, incense. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold. 
 
Talents 
 
• Blessing.** Rested. Focus action. Borrow up to 1 Awesome Point per level; the deity garnishes 

awesome wages until the debt is repaid. These borrowed Awesome Points can go to you, or to the 
bowl, your choice—but you must pay them back to the deity either way. (Paying back this debt 
does not count as spending Awesome Points towards leveling.) 

 
• Empowerment.** Rested. Focus action. Recharge all divine spell talents (except this one) as 

though you rested. Or, charge an item so it will glow as bright as a torch for 1 hour per your 
Commitment. 

 
• Inspire the Faithful.** Rested. Pray with those faithful to your god for 5 minutes, and all of you 

get 1 Awesome Point. Have a worship service for an hour, everyone gets 3 Awesome Points.  
 

• Lore.* Constant. Like all clerics, you’ve studied your god’s theology. However, you’ve gone 
deeper and wider in your studies. You can produce 1 fact about any god or monster holy to a god, 
or treasure, or temple, or legend. You may be able to remember more with an Awareness test 
(difficulty set by the DM). If you have access to a library, a few hours (or days) of research will 
uncover all that library has to tell. You can also read a number of ancient scripts of religious 
origin. You are very familiar with your own tradition, but don’t know everything… 

 
• Reinforce Symbol.** Rested. Focus action. For about an hour, you can ignore 1 Wound from 

each attack until you’ve ignored a number of Wounds equal to your level (as long as you display 
your holy symbol). Or, you can inflict +1 Wound with the god’s holy weapon per attack until 
you’ve dealt extra Wounds equal to your level. 
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Elf 
 
You embody all the exuberance of the natural world, and the mystery of the energies within and 
beyond it. Plus, you are a great dancer. 
 
Attribute Maximums 

Awareness Brawn Charm Commitment Cunning Daring 
10 5 8 8 10 8 

 
Inherent—Rangefinders  
Skilled with throwing and shooting, you can either add +1 arena to a ranged weapon’s range, or add 
+1 to hit with it. Decide which advantage to get every time you use this inherent ability.  
 
Limitation—Time Management  
Time has a loose grip on elves, and they have a loose grip on time. A week may go by unnoticed, or 
they could go several days and forget to sleep or eat. It can be maddening for their more rhythmic-
living companions. They may be early or late, but they are almost never punctual. Therefore, when 
they get impatient, their companions must fight the urge to strangle them. 
 
Signature Items: Camouflaging cloak (+1 Cunning to hide). Starting Coin: 3d10 silver.  
 
Talents  
 
• Fey Light.* Rested. Focus action. You can summon a floating light source that follows your 

commands. It can shine as brightly as a torch or as dimly as a candle. You can bind the spirit to a 
single item to provide light. It will not leave your arena unless you pass a Charm test difficulty 6, 
then it will go no further than an adjacent arena. It lasts until you sleep. If bound into an item, it 
lasts no more than a year and a day.  

 
• Fey Step.** Constant. You get +2 to any roll to travel from one arena to another. You are 

untrackable and never get lost in the woods. 
 

• Magic Resistance.** Constant. You count as rolling a 10 on Commitment tests to resist magic. If 
magic inflicts Wounds, you ignore the first Wound. 

 
• Perfect Accuracy.** Arena. Focus action. Attacks with a ranged weapon get +2 to hit or +1 

Wound, decide after rolling. Outside combat, as long as you aim for at least a minute at 
something you can see, you will always hit it. You can initiate combat this way.  

 
• Quickened.** Arena. Spend 1 Awesome Point to win initiative. You must declare it before you 

roll. 
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Fighter 
 
The Fighter is skilled at weapons, armor, tactics, brutality, and their application to achieve success. 
 
Inherent—Steely Eyed 
You’re good at hitting things. You always get +1 to hit, with unarmed, melee, or ranged attacks. Also, 
when you level you can gain cross-template open or restricted talents directly related to combat 
without further training. 
 
Limitation—You Look Like a Nail 
To someone with a hammer, everything looks like a nail. It is not always easy to look for non-violent 
solutions when violence is a matter of such expertise. 
 
Signature Items: Awesome decorated helmet. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold. 
 
Talents 
 
• Armor of Scars. Constant. You get +2 wounds. Plus you’ve usually got some old war stories and 

a don’t-mess-with-me countenance that gives you a +2 on any Charm check when trying to talk 
someone out of violence. 

  
• Charger. Arena. You can act twice in a row to move and attack. You get a +2 bonus to hit or 

inflict +1 Wound, decide after rolling. To use the talent again, spend 1 Awesome Point or move 
to another arena first. 

 
• Fight Dirty. Constant. Any time you roll a 1 on the Face Die, you have pulled a dirty trick on 

your target. Maybe you hit them somewhere sensitive besides the face, or threw sand in the eyes, 
etc. Add +2 to hit or inflict +1 Wound, decide after rolling. (You may choose not to use this talent 
if in a “fair fight” because it violates whatever code applies.) 

 
• Heft. Constant. You can ignore the weight of one load, and when you choose to wear no armor at 

all, your sexy build gives you a +2 on any Charm check you make against someone that might be 
attracted to you. 

 
• Weapon of Choice. Constant. As long as you are wielding a specific weapon, all your attack dice 

are Face Dice. If you take up a new weapon, a week of training will switch this talent advantage 
to the new weapon. (Used with “Fight Dirty” this talent allows use of a ten and a one result, but 
not more than one of either.) 
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Goblin 
 
The Goblin is less than a meter tall, born of darkness and the strange magics of the deep earth. Of the 
dozens of breeds of goblins, you’re from the hardiest deep stock, and it’s time the surfacers 
understood that. 
 
Attribute Maximums 

Awareness Brawn Charm Commitment Cunning Daring 
10 5 5 5 10 8 

 
Inherent—Biter in the Dark  
Your sharp teeth count as a light weapon. You can eat pretty much anything and your body will use it 
as food. You are able to see your arena even in complete darkness.  
 
Limitation—Conqueror in Exile  
Your people rule vast stretches of underground empire, and you are accustomed to being part of the 
ruling class (regardless how miserable your individual circumstances were.) It is not easy being seen 
as a thing that can be mocked, ignored, or discriminated against by those who rule the surface.  
• Small: You can carry 2 fewer loads than your Brawn, because you are short and compact. 
 
Signature Item: A stick with dead, dry rats tied to it. Starting Coin: 3d10 copper.  
 
Talents  
 
• Adorable.* Rested. You know how to use your small frame and ability to look innocent and turn 

a phrase. You can substitute Cunning for Charm.  
 
• Monsterkin.** Constant. You can understand and make yourself understood when it comes to 

creatures from the depths of the earth. They are generally predisposed to be respectful and wary, 
as the Deep Goblins have enslaved and/or eaten just about everything in the Deep at one time or 
another, and the strange vitality of your kind is only matched by its cruelty and long memory for 
grudges.  

 
• Shadowkin.* Constant. As long as there is a dark place nearby, you can disappear into it as a 

focus action. Anybody attempting to attack you must succeed at an Awareness check vs. your 
Cunning first (a free action—if they fail, they can attack another target). Once successfully in the 
shadows, you receive a +2 to hit or +1 Wound (decide after rolling to hit) on your next attack, 
after which you are once again clearly visible.  

 
• Slippery.** Constant. When you choose a Move action, those attacking you have a penalty equal 

to your Cunning to hit you.  
 
• Underfoot.* Rested. You can automatically succeed at Impeding someone, and dodging their 

counter-attack. If the target pays 1 Awesome Point to switch actions to attack (instead of attempt 
a move and get a counter-attack that will miss), you get that Awesome Point, but the attack is 
rolled normally. 
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Stonach 
 
The Stonach is a stocky warrior artisan from the mountains, addicted to order and skill. Rude people 
call them “dwarf,” usually only once. 
 
Attribute Maximums 

Awareness Brawn Charm Commitment Cunning Daring 
8 8 5 10 5 8 

 
Inherent—Under the Mountain 
You can never get lost underground, and you’re always able to sniff which direction heads up to the 
surface most directly. Any Awareness test you make that relates to searching stonework or assessing 
its quality is +4. Your “dimsight” can see your arena in low light as though it was day.  
 
Limitation—Grumpy 
You have a hard time forgiving any slight you think is made against you. 
 
Signature Items: Bottle of real beer, whetstone. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x10. 
 
Talents 
  
• Bash.* Arena. Focus action. If you are wielding a blunt weapon, you can knock a target 

unconscious. If you hit, do damage if you choose to (not required), then test Brawn. If you roll 
higher than [the target’s remaining wounds x3], the target is knocked out for at least a minute. 
The DM can feed the bowl to increase the difficulty, or to make a target immune. You get half of 
those Awesome Points.  

 
• Battle Oath.* Rested. Focus action. Make a solemn vow about a specific outcome in the current 

fight. Track all Awesome Points you spend in the fight. If you fulfill your vow, immediately get 
twice as many Awesome Points back. If you fail to fulfill your vow, you owe the DM that many 
Awesome Points, and you cannot spend any more until you pay that debt of shame. (These do not 
count towards leveling, either.) 

 
• Dimsight.** Constant. Your ability to see in near-darkness improves to include adjacent arenas.  
 
• Impressive Partying.* Constant. When it comes to celebrating and carousing, no one else holds 

up. You automatically beat anyone who does not have this talent at any sort of drinking or cursing 
contest. Matches against others with this talent use a contested Commitment or Daring roll. You 
can generally keep it up for 2 hours per Brawn point.  

 
• Stubborn.** Rested. Your people are focused and determined, able to focus all your strength 

when challenged. You can add your Commitment and Brawn together when testing either 
Commitment or Brawn. 
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Thief 
 
You are the premier expert at taking other people’s stuff. You’ll practice, sweat, and focus as hard as 
you must to make sure you never have to work for a living. 
 
Inherent—Get Paid 
You live for the involuntary transfer of wealth to your pockets. Every time you steal from an 
unwitting (or warned and hostile) target, you get 1 Awesome Point from the Stack. If you score big, 
every 100 gold equivalent you take from a protected environment as someone else’s property (once 
safely outside the range of the defenses) gets you 1 Awesome Point from the stack. If you are 
working with a group and split the take, you get Awesome Points for your share. The DM interprets 
this as needed.  
 
Limitation—Greedy 
You steal things. Other people have things they want to keep. Having you around is a risk. 
 
Signature Items: Three empty sacks, hooded lantern, grapple hook. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 
 
Talents 
  
• Arsenal.* Constant. You strap blades to your arms, legs, ribs, small of your back; you can carry 

as many knives as you want, and they do not count as weapons carried for encumbrance. If you 
carry enough knives to count as light armor, they count as 1 load. 

 
• Backstab.* Arena. This attack only works with light weapons, or ranged weapons in the same 

arena. Attack an opponent who is not focused on you. If the opponent is aware of you, get +2 to 
hit or inflict +1 Wound, decide after rolling. If the opponent is not aware of you, get +2 to hit and 
+1 Wound.  

 
• Pickpocket.* Constant. Lift something from a target in melee range. Test Cunning against the 

target’s Awareness to take the object without the target noticing. If you want the object and don’t 
care if the target knows or not, add Cunning and Daring together. If the target is aware of your 
attempt, the target can resist with Daring or Cunning instead of Awareness. Difficulty may be 
increased by the object being tied in place, held, secured in layered clothing, etc. In combat, the 
attempt happens during the Shoot phase, and you may also Move.  

 
• Shiv.* Constant. You can turn just about any object into a light weapon. In a few minutes, you 

can take a small object and weaponize it; a little sharpening, wrap a cloth strip around the 
“handle,” conceal it in your palm, and you’re ready to go. You can spend 1 Awesome Point to 
produce a shiv you’ve hidden on yourself somewhere, even if you have been searched.  

 
• Super Cunning.** Constant. Any time you test Cunning, roll 2d10 and keep the higher result.  
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Wizard 
 
The Wizard has studied the ancient mystical power of dragons, and can wield that alien energy. 
 
Inherent—Mystic 
You see the mystical forces at work, where other users of magic have left their mark, or their spells 
are in effect or were within the last day or two. Not only that, you can leave your magical mark on 
any wall or object, visible only to people whom you feel would need to see it. 
 
Limitation—Delicious 
Lots of monsters like the spicy taste of mage blood. Lots of powerful people want wizard servants as 
status symbols or slaves or artillery. Lots of ancient and bored powers enjoy recruiting pieces for their 
unknowable and twisted games. Finally, the shifting fates in the aether use those who use them. 
Magic is expensive power. 
 
Signature Items: 5 doses of flashpowder, a scroll case. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x5. 
 
Talents 
 
• Arcane Protection.** Rested. Focus action. Foes are -2 to hit you for an hour. This protection 

can be sacrificed to reduce incoming damage by 1 Wound. This stacks with armor. This spell 
only works on the caster. When this spell is active, you do not get 2 Awesome Points for fighting 
without armor. 

 
• Counter-Spell.** Rested. Cast during the defend/protect phase, this spell allows you to intercept 

any magic cast in your arena or an adjacent arena. Both the one you intercept and you roll 1d10 
and add your level to the roll. On a tie, they cancel each other out. If you get a higher success, the 
spell is cancelled and the other spellcaster takes 1 Wound. If you lose, the spell works and you 
take 1 Wound. 

 
• Menace.** Rested. Focus action. Gain a flat +5 bonus to an Intimidate test; when overcoming 

being intimidated, this spell guarantees success in overcoming fear and also projects intimidation. 
 

• Mystic Attack.** Arena. During the Shoot phase, attack any target you can see in your arena or 
an adjacent arena. Attack with 1d10+Level to hit, inflicting 1 Wound. 

 
• Rejuvenate.** Rested. Focus action. Count all spell talents as being rested except this one. This 

does not rest or nourish the caster’s body, only the caster’s mystic reserves. Or, charge an item so 
it glows about as bright as a torch for 1 hour per Commitment. 
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Everybody Else 
 

The characters are mighty and heroic, but they are not alone in the world. Here are the other broad 
types of people and creatures, friend and foe, that exist. 
 

Type Wounds Description Examples 
Swarm 1-5 Little things that fight as a mass. Rats, big beetles, bats, lap dogs 
Minion 1 Normal people, soldiers, skirmishers. Guards, soldiers, chaotic raiders 
Tough 2 Hardier person, leader of the rabble, elite soldier. Bandit leader, guard captain 
Character 5+ Someone with special training who matters. Big bad guy, enemy wizard 
Monster 3-30+ Any sort of beast or creature. Lots of books on this topic… 
 
Swarms take a single Wound from weapon or bare-handed attacks, but spending 2 Awesome Points 
can allow more Wounds to apply to the swarm (especially with a good description of how.) 
 
Minions aren’t skilled or strong enough to get any kind of benefit from weapon types, and they are 
usually not armored. 
• How Minions Fight. Each minion rolls 1d10 to hit; in a group of minions, keep the highest 2 to 

see what the mass’s to-hit is instead of counting each roll individually. The mass, together, does 1 
Wound unless the DM boosts it to 2 using Awesome Points. They also combine to do a Push 
action, or a Shoot action, etc. 

• Plowing Through Minions. If you are fighting a bunch of minions, you can possibly hit more 
than one if you do more than one Wound. Each one after the first reduces your to-hit by 1 and 
requires +1 Awesome Point. You can kill as many in a round as you can manage. 

• The first kill costs 0 Awesome Points. The 2nd costs 1 and is -1 to hit. 3rd costs 2 and is -2 
to hit. 4th costs 3 and is -3 to hit. 5th costs 4 and is -4 to hit. 

• You can spend 2 Awesome Points to increase damage by 1, and more Awesome Points to 
include another target. 

• When fighting defensively and gaining a counter attack, you get 1 strike against all the 
minions, since they all combine to one roll to hit you. 

 
Toughs get the benefit of weapon types and usually have armor, same as characters. They sometimes 
have 1 Talent. Giving them shields helps them survive a little longer. 
 
Characters are built the same as player characters, but they are controlled by the DM. 
 
The DM may throw any kind of monster at you, and the rules that apply to you don’t always apply to 
monsters… Be careful, anything could happen. 
 
“Skinning” these creatures is important to the feel of the game, but less important to the mechanics. If 
the DM says there are a mass of goblins (minions) and you’re fighting back with the sturdy hillfolk of 
Arn (also minions) they have the same game mechanics, but look different. The same stats for a 
monster could look and feel very different described differently. These rules help improvise foes 
quickly for pretty simple clashes. 
 
Mix and Match. Lots of minions with a tough leader can provide one kind of fight, or a monster 
alone, or lots of toughs with a character leader and some minions to flush their quarry; mix and match 
types and you can have lots of different kinds of fights and some exciting scenes. 
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Fictive Hack Character Record 
 

Name  Birthyear  Player  
Description  
Reason for Adventuring  
Scars  
Languages  Base Template  
Arts and Music   Overlay Template?  
 
Inherent Ability  
Inherent Ability  
 
Level  Awesome Points spent this level   Current APs  
 
Attributes Description Extra Usefulness 
 Awareness Alertness, perception, insight Notice things. Starting languages 

 Brawn Size, physical intimidation Carry heavy objects, wear armor 

 Charm Likeability, leadership, social insight Persuasion, inspiration, intimidation 

 Commitment Devotion, intensity, stubbornness Strength of will, magic resistance 

 Cunning Trickery, sneakiness, theft Lying and stealth 

 Daring Courage, reflexes, managing risk Reflexive dodging 

 
Talents 

Name Template Type Description 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 

Wounds 
 Battered 
 
 
 Messed Up 
 

1-3 KO, 4-0 Dying 

Weapons, Shield, Armor 
  
 

Treasure and Equipment 
Gold: 
Silver: 
Copper: 
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